
ISABELLA
S O C I E T Y

READY TO SPRING INTO
SERENITY?
DISCOVER YOUR OASIS OF
RELAXATION AT ISABELLA
MEDICAL BEAUTY!

M A R C H  2 4  I S S U E



As the whirlwind of the new year settles in, the
stress and demands of everyday life can leave us
feeling fatigued and overwhelmed. The extended
period of non-stop work from the beginning of the
year to spring break, right after the holiday season,
intensifies the pressure. March presents the perfect
opportunity to break away from this relentless
routine and indulge in a luxurious escape. This year,
we invite you to turn your spring break into a
transformative experience at Isabella Medical
Beauty, where relaxation meets rejuvenation.

The Stress of the New Year Rush:
The post-holiday season often brings with it a rush
of responsibilities and pressures. The continuous
work demands from the new year to spring break
amplify the strain on both our mental and physical
well-being. Recognizing the need to address these
stressors is crucial for maintaining a healthy balance 

Spring Break Serenity: Unwind and
Rejuvenate at Isabella Medical Beauty



in our lives.

The Healing Power of Spring Break at
Isabella Medical Beauty
Spring break is not just a vacation; it's an
opportunity to invest in yourself. At Isabella Medical
Beauty, we understand the importance of taking a
break to reset and recharge. Our spa offers a
serene sanctuary where you can escape the chaos
of daily life and the constant work demands,
immersing yourself in a world of tranquility.

Indulge in Tailored Relaxation
When planning your spring break getaway, consider
the unparalleled experience of indulging in our spa
services. From rejuvenating facials to soothing
massages, our expert therapists at Isabella Medical
Beauty are dedicated to providing a personalized
and luxurious escape. Let the stresses of the outside
world, compounded by the relentless work pace,
melt away as you immerse yourself in the healing



ambiance of Isabella Medical Beauty.

A Sanctuary for Your Well-Being
Why settle for an ordinary vacation when you can
embark on a journey to well-being at Isabella
Medical Beauty? Our state-of-the-art facilities are
designed to cater to your every need, offering a
range of services that go beyond traditional spa
treatments. Experience the transformative power of
our signature treatments, specially curated to
enhance both your beauty and overall wellness.

The Ultimate Spring Break Experience
This March, make your spring break truly
unforgettable by choosing Isabella Medical Beauty
as your destination for relaxation and rejuvenation.
Our team is dedicated to providing an exceptional
experience, ensuring that you return from your break
feeling refreshed, revitalized, and ready to conquer
the rest of the year.



As the flowers bloom and the world comes alive
with the promise of spring, take a moment to invest
in yourself. Choose Isabella Medical Beauty for an
unparalleled spring break experience that
transcends the ordinary. Let us be your oasis of
tranquility, where relaxation meets transformation.
Recharge with us and emerge as the best version of
yourself. Your spring break awaits at Isabella
Medical Beauty.



SPRING FORWARD
DAYLIGHT SAVING

TIME TO CHANGE YOUR BEAUTY REGIMEN

FACIAL DESIGN

PAINLESS LASER HAIR REMOVAL

NOSE LIFT

PRICE UPON EVALUATION

FULL BIKINI@ $75 P/SESSION

@ $1,500 + 1 Complimentary Dysport Area

ISABELLAS SIGNATURE FACIAL
W/ LIGHT THERAPY

6 SESSIONS @ $200 ea. + 50% OFF
your ZO skincare Beauty Regimen



In the quest for ageless beauty, many have turned to
Dysport, the revolutionary treatment that can
effortlessly smooth away wrinkles and fine lines.
While a one-time application can provide
immediate results, the true potential of Dysport lies
in the transformative benefits of consistent
treatments. In this article, we explore the difference
between a single Dysport session and the long-term
advantages of making it a regular part of your
beauty routine.

The Instant Impact of a Single Dysport
Treatment
A one-time Dysport treatment can be a game-
changer, offering swift and noticeable results. Fine
lines and wrinkles are temporarily softened, giving
your face a rejuvenated and refreshed appearance.
This quick fix is ideal for those seeking immediate
enhancement for a special occasion or to address

Unlocking Timeless Beauty: The Power
of Consistent Dysport Treatments



specific concerns.

The Long-Term Benefits of Consistent
Dysport Treatments

1. Prevention is Key: Consistent Dysport treatments
go beyond the immediate results by actively
preventing the formation of new wrinkles. Regular
injections can impede the muscle movements that
lead to fine lines, minimizing the likelihood of their
development. Think of it as a proactive approach to
maintaining youthful skin.

2. Natural-Looking Results: Frequent, low-dose
Dysport treatments allow for a more subtle and
natural appearance. By addressing concerns
gradually, the risk of a frozen or overdone look is
significantly reduced. Consistency ensures that the
enhancements complement your facial expressions,
preserving your unique charm.



3. Lasting Effects: While the effects of a single
Dysport treatment are temporary, regular sessions
can extend the longevity of results. Continuous
treatment prompts the muscles to adapt, requiring
less frequent injections over time. This not only saves
you time and effort but also contributes to a more
cost-effective and sustainable beauty regimen.

4. Enhanced Collagen Production: Consistent
Dysport treatments can stimulate collagen
production, promoting skin elasticity and firmness.
This additional benefit contributes to an overall
improvement in skin texture and quality, delivering a
more comprehensive anti-aging solution.

While a one-time Dysport treatment can offer a
glimpse into the possibilities of facial rejuvenation,
the true magic lies in the transformative benefits of
consistent sessions. Embrace the power of ongoing
Dysport treatments to not only address current
concerns but to proactively defy the hands of time.
At Isabella Medical Beauty, we specialize in



personalized and regular Dysport treatments
tailored to your unique beauty goals. Step into a
world of timeless beauty, where every treatment
enhances and preserves your natural radiance.
Invest in the beauty that lasts with consistent
Dysport sessions at Isabella Medical Beauty.



SPRING BREAK SPECIAL

Hormone Replacement Therapy
Female @ $600 incl labs 

Male @ $800 incl labs



Members of the Porsche Club,
we make sure to work smart

during the week so we can play
hard on the weekend.





Our team at Isabella Medical
Beauty had two incredible days

of training, we are always
striving to bring our patients the
very best in latest in Medical spa

services



Happy 5th Birthday Princess
Emery Gutierrez







Our Team at Isabella Medical
Beauty would like to wish Sophia

Silva a Happy 13th Birthday
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